AT LAST, A REAL
CARBON NEUTRAL
SOLAR DRIVEN BOAT
Imagine an all-electric boat so
clean, quiet and efficient that at
times there is more electricity
available at the end of the trip than
when the boat started out.
The concept, devised by David Borton, is that a solar boat
with an exceptionally efficient hull and with a solar roof of
high efficiency solar panels can propel the hull if modern
electronics are also used. The controller between the solar
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panels and the battery storage makes the most
of available sunlight. The motor controller makes
the most of the available sunlight by running a 3
phase underwater electric motor. To make this a
reality and to meet Coast Guard regulations for
passenger boats, Dave Gerr, a New York City
Marine Architect, engineered David Borton’s
recently patented designs into a Coast Guard
approved detailed design. The result is Solaris,
built at the Hudson River Maritime Museum’s
Wooden Boat School in Kingston, NY. She is
perhaps the most environmentally friendly vessel
on the water and the first continuously and
exclusively solar-powered commercial tour boat
inspected and certified by the US Coast Guard.
Solaris has 5.8 kW of solar panels on the
roof that provide unlimited range when the sun
is shining, and 90 kWh of battery power for
when it’s not. The motor is a Torqeedo 10 kW.
(Electric motors deliver more practical power
than gasoline, so a “smaller” electric motor can
push a boat more effectively than a similar sized
gasoline outboard.) Optimal cruising speed is
about 6 knots, ideal for a tour boat, and the ride
is very quiet: there is no shouting over engine
noise to have a conversation, and a speaker
talking at normal volume can be heard by the
group. With no vibration, pollution, exhaust or
odors, marine wildlife is not disturbed and the
water is not sullied. The very efficient hull results
in less wake under power. There is no engine
oil or fuel, and maintenance and operating costs
are minimal.
Owned and operated by the Hudson River
Maritime Museum, Solaris began taking
passengers in May 2019, demonstrating
what can be done without fossil fuels. Solaris
accommodates 2 crew and up to 24 passengers
and runs entirely on her onboard solar panels
- no shore power or generator needed. She
has traveled the Hudson River north to the Erie
Canal and south to New York City. Just riding in
Solaris is an educational experience. “I didn’t
know you could do this” is a typical comment to a
Solaris Captain. With her classic design, Solaris
is beautiful to look at and beneficial for water
quality and marine life, as well as for human
health and enjoyment.
Solaris will be taking reservations, for any and
all who are interested in a one of a kind, carbonneutral boat ride. Many cruise possibilities exist,
from a variety of 1 to 2 hour tours (price range
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$20-$35) to private charters. Capacity will be
adjusted according to current Covid guidelines.
The required safety talk to passengers at the
start of a commercial trip makes explicit the
benefits of the design and construction, and
every excursion on Solaris includes a preamble
that outlines the environmental benefit of the
vessel including references to climate change
and other specific examples. For details and
online reservations, see https://www.hrmm.org/
all-boat-tours.html or call the Hudson River
Maritime Museum at 845 338-0071.
The designed efficiencies allows Borton’s “Solar
Sal” line of boats to be practical using solaronly electricity. The previous versions, 25 and 40
foot wooden boats, proved the design concepts,
culminating in the 44-foot Solaris. All Solar Sal
Boats have sufficient electricity stored in batteries
to travel 50 miles at night and no requirement
to plug-in to the electrical grid to recharge. The
goal now is to make 100% solar-electric boats
more widely available, which means making them
more affordable.

“A new addition to the Solar Sal line of boats,
the 24’ fiberglass model (design details by JF
Bedard), is expected by late summer”

The Solar Sal Boats division of Sustainable
Energy Systems, Inc. is now actively taking steps
to build future boats with fiberglass instead of
wood. Once molds are made, fiberglass boats
can be made more quickly and less expensively.
Solar Sal Boats will soon be introducing a new
model: the 24-foot, mass-producible, fiberglass
version is now beginning construction and is
expected to be ready by late summer .
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